DISCOVER THE BAHAMAS ON-BOARD

D O U B LE D
Sample Itinerary

D O U B L E D : An EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER
Cruise through the Bahamas with vast expanses of crystalline waters and endless clusters of
idyllic paradise islands for an unforgettable experience.

Be prepared for a charter experience that is bound to stay with you for life.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHARTERING

D O U B LE D

DOUBLE D
Elegant and spacious yacht for charter.

DOUBLE D was launched in 2007 by Sunseeker

Yachts and refitted in 2019.

Her top speed is 42 knots and she can comfortably

accommodate up to eight guests in two double
staterooms and two twin staterooms, one of which
can be transformed into a queen bed.

DOUBLE D's qualified crew will ensure you get the
maximum out of your cruise thanks to their

unrivalled service combined with a variety of
fabulous water sports equipment.

N A S S AU
Things to do: Atlantis Resort Waterpark, Atlantis

Resort Cove Hotel Adults Cain area, Clay Courts
available at One and Only Ocean Club, Golf Course
Available at Atlantis Resort.

Day trip by Yacht to Rose Island, which is one hour
boat ride from Prince George Dock, or 3 hours from
Albany Marina. Rose Island is perfect for setting up

beach picnic and using the jet skis.
Albany Resort offers a Golf Course and Tennis
Courts. Both Albany and Atlantis have a variety of

upscale Restaurants. There are swim with Dolphin
encounters at the Atlantis Resort and Blue Lagoon
(just off Rose Island).

N o rt h E L E U T H E R A
Take a tender ride around Spanish Wells onto what
they call the Devil’s Backbone, which is a long coral
reef just off shore Eleuthera Island. You can also
explore Harbour Island Beach, famous for its 5km
beach which has Pink Sand and swim in pristine
waters. You can also rent a golf cart to have a full
tour of the town.

E X U M A C AY S
The Exuma cays are 365 small islands and highly

regarded as the most enjoyable part of the Bahamas
for Yachts looking for quiet beaches, crystal clear

water and quirky visits such as places like Big Majors
Spot with the swimming pigs, Allens Cay with the
large Iguana’s native to the Bahamas, Thunderball
Grotto located just around the corner from the Pigs,
which was used in a James Bond Film (Thunderball).
The Grotto is a cave underneath a small island,
where at low tide you can walk into the cave, or at
high tide swim under the entrance into the cave.
Inside the cave are 1000’s of small fish that enjoy
visitors feeding them with bread.

E X U M A C AY S
If you’re looking for a safe thrill, check out the nurse
sharks that allow people to swim around them while
being fed – they are located at the dock at Compass
Cay. If possible, spend at least a week in the Exuma’s.
This is the best place to use your Yacht toy’s on a daily
basis, beach picnic’s, snorkeling and the best star
viewing in the world, due to the fact no pollution and
no lights.

D O U B LE D
33m – Sunseeker – 2007/2019 – 8 Guests / 4 Cabins / 4 Crew

